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Global weakness showing up

� Data continued to confirm that global slowdown is a reality and that it is now also starting to get more widespread. Manufacturing PMI in the Euro-area

slipped below the 50 mark for the first time since 2013, led by decline in output and new orders. Further, China’s official manufacturing PMI dipped to a

3-year low.

� For the US, manufacturing PMI dipped but still remained above the critical 50-mark. Staying with the US, Q42018 GDP growth was at 2.6%, higher than

consensus estimates, but definitely lower than the previous quarter’s 3.4%. And the slowdown was led by dip in private consumption and investment

growth (both private and public). Minutes of the Fed and Chair Powell’s testimony indicates that there is limited worry now on inflation and productivity

gains have likely kept wage pressures contained, despite low unemployment numbers.Thus,there is likely to be no haste in making any further judgement

on interest rate changes, indicating that the Fed could be on an extended pause.Moreover,Fed members were in favour of a plan to stop reducing the size of

the Fed balance sheet.

India GDP growth moderates

2019,“A tale of two halves”:

� Inflation remains well under check: Moderation in 3QFY19 growth to 6.6% was led by a slowdown in both private and government consumption. Positives,

however,emerged from continued improvement in investment and export growth.

� The CSO expects FY2019 GDP growth at 7%, implying a GDP growth of around 6.5% in 4QFY19. We, however, believe that this estimate is subjected to

downside risks,especially in the real estate sector.Besides,factors such as (1) slowdown in global growth, (2) deleveraging by companies and banks, (3) low

rural incomes, (4) adverse terms of trade in the agricultural sector and (5) NBFC liquidity crunch are expected to keep growth muted in the subsequent

quarters.

� On the policy front, muted inflation and growth leave room for additional monetary easing. While we have already pencilled in a 25-50 bps of rate cut in

April, if growth momentum moderates.

� Global growth indicators continued to show signs of deceleration.We note that global and domestic macro and politics will matter in the short term,but for

India earnings will become more relevant once the election uncertainty gets over by May 2019. We expect the RBI to cut policy rates in its subsequent

meetings,drawing confidence from the government’s reasonably conservative fiscal math despite election compulsions.

� First half will be dominated by general elections expectations. Hence, in first half of 2019, it is prudent to run a relatively defensive large cap portfolio with

sectoral exposure to Banks, Consumer staples, IT & Pharmaceuticals, while keeping an eye out for opportunities that expectation swings might throw up.

We do expect a possible rate cut in 1st half of 2019 on ‘in-control’ inflation expectations. The second half of the year, post elections, should be a return to a

more optimistic normal—with a more risk-neutral corporate sector and an opportunity to ride a more buoyant, but a long-time-coming business cycle.We

expect strong earnings revival,especially once election outcome is known.

� Key investment themes to play in 2019 are 1) large-cap over other categories, 2) cyclical sectors led by banks (largely coming out of the woods) over

defensive and 3) ‘rural’ over (possible populist measures by the Centre and State governments to continue in election heavy year) urban in 2019. Stable to

falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong tailwinds to market behaviour.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

GST revenues remain range-bound; Core sector growth weakens

� Based on the monthly PIB release,total GST collection was at Rs 972bn in January, lower than Rs 1,025bn in December. Reduction of rates across 23 items

that took effect from January 1 could have led to revenue reduction. 11MFY19 GST run rate at around Rs 896bn has remained range-bound through

FY2019. In fact, the run rate has not changed much from that of FY2018. However, with the unallocated compensation cess available for equal sharing

between the states and centre,there is unlikelyto be any shortfall in the centre’s GST revenue.

� Infrastructure output, comprising eight core sectors of the IIP (wt. 40.3% in IIP), grew 1.7% in January 2019, as against 2.6% in December and growth of

6.2% in January last year. Among the positives, cement production grew 11%, fertilizer production grew 10.5%, steel production grew 8.3%, natural gas

production grew 6.2%, and coal production grew 1.7%. Among the negatives, crude oil production contracted 4.4%, refinery products production

contracted 2.6% and electricity production contracted 0.3%.



Market Outlook

� The debt markets should continue its positive momentum, albeit at a cautious pace. Consensus expectations of lower policy interest rates following a more benign outlook for inflation and
economic growth are likelyto keep markets buoyant.The deviation in the actual inflation outcome from the RBI’s projection provides further downside potential to policy interest rates.

� The market will however continue to track incremental macro data–crude oil prices, inflation,the movement in the INR and foreign (FPI) flows-with the upcoming April RBI MPC meeting the
next major trigger.The softening policy stance by global central banks and slowing global economic growth would be positive for emerging market currencies, including the INR which should
further supportyields.Inflation dynamics are likelyto determine nominal yields on the long horizon while short-term yields will continue to be driven primarily bythe liquidity scenario.

� The front end of the yield curve provides an attractive opportunity for investors to lock in relatively higher yields in the top /AAA rated credit segment from a 2-4 year perspective. Markets for
non prime credits will continue to face stress and caution is advised. Coupled with lack of transparent price discovery and valuation opaqueness, this segment will continue to face liquidity
issues too.

� The current macro scenario builds a case for being long on duration, although the uptick going forward is likely to be gradual due to excess supply absorption fears. SDLs offer an asset class
offer a good spread over sovereign and with excess supply reducing over next couple of quarters as is the case seasonally; it offers a good vehicle to earn higher carry as well a decent capital
appreciation.
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Foreign fund flows

� Foreign funds (FPIs) remained sellers of Indian debt for the 2nd consecutive month in February. FPIs sold (net) debt worth 6,037 cr in February having sold (net) debt worth 1,301 cr in the� �

previous month.FPI’s have sold Indian debtworth 54,358 crfrom April-February in FY 2019.�

� The foreign exchange reserves fell marginally to $399.2 billion as on February 22, 2019 from $400.2 billion on February 01, 2019. RBI has slowed its currency intervention and turned a buyer
(net) of foreign exchange (USD), buying (net) $607 million in the spot foreign exchange market in December. The RBI had sold (net) $644 million from its reserves in the previous month.
Between April and December 2018,the central bank sold (net) $25.9 billion in the spot market compared with a purchase (net) of $23.7 billion during the same period in 2017.
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� Liquidity in the banking system tightened overall for the month of February as compared to the previous month.RBI injected liquidity,under its LAF,of 70,000 cr on a daily net average basis in�

February,compared to 33,000 cr in the previous month.The weighted average call rate (WACR) traded above the policy repo rate on 10 of the 21 traded days in the month,and on an average,�

was 5 bps belowthe policy repo rate.

� The central bank has been continuing with its OMO purchases to add durable liquidity into the banking system.The RBI conducted 3 OMO purchase auctions during February injecting 37,500�

cr of durable liquidity into the system and announced a further 25,000 cr of OMOs in the 1stfortnight of March through 2 auctions of 12,500 cr each.The RBI has been monitoring the evolving� �

liquidity conditions and durable liquidity requirements ofthe system and has bought securities worth 2.7 lakh cr so far in April-February FY 2019.�

� Retail (CPI) Inflation fell to a 19-month low of 2.05% inJanuaryfrom a downward revised 2.11% in December and 5.07% inJanuary 2018,led by deflation in food prices,despite a marginal rise in
price of crude oil.Core CPI inflation also moderated to 5.4% inJanuaryfrom 5.7% in the previous month.Continuing deflation in food items,a sharp fall in fuel inflation and some edging down of
core components contributed to the decline in headline inflation.Health and Education inflation which had seen a sudden spike,softened significantly in January.The overall headline inflation
trajectory is likelyto remain belowthe RBI's target of 4% forthe nextfew months while core inflation too is likelyto see moderation going forward.

� Wholesale (WPI) inflation too fell to a 10-month low of 2.76% inJanuaryfrom 3.80% in December 2018 and 3.02% inJanuary of lastyear.

� The central government reported a fiscal deficit of 7.71 lakh cr for April-January FY 2019 or 121.5% of the revised budgeted target for the current financial year, compared with 6.77 lakh cr� �

(113.7%) in the corresponding period a year ago.The deficitwas at 7.01 lakh cr (112.4%) forApril-December FY 2019,reported in the previous month.�

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

Monetary Policy Minutes of the RBI (MPC) 6th Bi-monthly meeting. February 5-7, 2019

� The minutes of the RBI’s monetary policy meeting were largely in line with expectations and reaffirm the central bank’s focus towards headline inflation and its readiness to support economic
growth as long as its medium-term inflation projection remains below its 4% target.

� The minutes reinforced growth worries in support of the decision to cut policy interest rates.The Governor,who had voted to cut,favoured more policy accommodation to growth whereas two
of the policy committee members who had voted for on-hold rates cited risks from a surge in fiscal spending, oil prices, already high non-food inflation, and rising household inflation
expectations.

� However,most of the MPC members believe that there are downside risks to growth and that the outlook for food inflation is expected to be benign in the backdrop of excess domestic supply
conditions in manyfood items.

� The next RBI monetary policy committee meeting is scheduled on April 2-4,2019.

Global monetary policies

� The U.S Federal Reserve’sJanuary monetary policy meeting minutes reiterated the central bank's new "patient" policy stance whereas officials expectto keep rates steadyfor now but have left
room for hikes later if conditions improve.They also discussed ending the reduction of bonds on the central bank's balance sheet before the end of 2019.The central bank began reducing the
$3.8 trillion portfolio of bonds in October 2017.

� The European Central Bank (ECB) in its monetary policy meeting kept interest rates unchanged and further indicated to keep interest rates at current levels for at least the rest of the year and
for as long as necessary to ensure its medium term Inflation targets.The ECB also extended its ongoing asset purchase program while launching additional refinancing operations to banks for
smoother monetary policytransmission.ECB sharply cut its Eurozone growth forecasts for 2019 from 1.7% to 1.1%

Fixed Income markets

� Debt markets fell for a 2nd consecutive month, on geo-political and supply concerns, despite a turn in the monetary policy cycle.The benchmark 10 year 7.17% 2028 g-sec closed at a yield of
7.59% rising 11 bps in February,having gained by a similar quantum last month.

� The new benchmark 10-year 7.26% 2029 g-sec closed at a yield of 7.41% climbing 13 bps in the month. The larger-than-expected supply was the main fundamental trigger that dragged
markets lower with additional borrowing this quarter following the central government’s breach of its fiscal deficit target for the ongoing financial year. The geo-political crisis with Pakistan
also made investors nervous.

� The Indian Rupee logged its 1st monthly rise in 3 months against the USD closing February at 70.83/$, driven by portfolio inflows in local equity markets, while the India-Pakistan�

confrontation somewhat eased further gains which were also capped due to rising crude oil prices.

� Crude oil prices rose for a 2nd consecutive month,amid supply concerns as well as optimism over a trade deal between the U.S.and China.The benchmark Brent crude oil contract rose 6.5% in
Februaryto $65.88 per barrel.The contract had risen 15% inJanuary.


